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No one wants to be the brand that is forcing product.
Everyone wants to be sensitive to the situation. But
you don't need me to tell you that Christmas holds a
large % of your years' trade - so you can't shut up
shop, or avoid marketing your product.

There is a balance between doing what your business
needs to survive, and not being aggressively sales
driven.

So if you are struggling with knowing how to market
your products, or need a helping hand to be heard
over all the other Christmas noise - this is the
workshop module for you!

Hey Party People

Lisa May 
Founder of The Mentor Society 

www.lisa-may.com
www.the-mentor-society.com
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WORKSHOP
ONE

YOU CANT
SELL
EVERYTHING
TO EVERYONE



YOU
CANT
SELL

EVERYTHING

you must get comfortable
with selling

Firstly it's important to start this workshop
by highlighting any mindset struggles you
have with actively selling. Not just at
Christmas (more importantly at Christmas)
but all year round. 

So let me ask you this...

Have TV adverts stopped? 

Are you no longer seeing sponsored
content on social media?

Can you hear crickets within your inbox with
the lack of sales emails?

I thought not, so you may feel
uncomfortable selling, but others are not.
And to have a seat at the Christmas
Shopping Table, you need to get over those
issues pretty quickly! And jump into
brainstorming your marketing campaign.

So let's get to it!



So let's get to it!

I want you to imagine (waaaaaay back) to when we could walk our high
streets and gaze at the stunning Christmas Window displays.

What would you see? 

Shopfronts piled high with every possible product item they sold,
covering every possible customer need? 

Or a stunning, emotive, engaging and meaningful display of a handful
of products that would pull you in - draw you across the threshold to
browse more? 

Correct...the later!

So why would your marketing campaign be any different?

Those brands aren't only wanting their customers to BUY those few
selected product. But they were only going to actively sell them. 

Because they know if you can capture an emotion, create meaning,
build engagement - those customers will step into your stores and
browse everything else you have to offer. 

If you decided to throw a different product at your customers every
single day, telling them how wonderful it is - they will become confused,
overwhelmed and disengaged by your constant drip-feeding attempt
of everything being "the absolute best present ever...EVER"

YOU
CANT
SELL

EVERYTHING



Workshop Two  will look at WHAT, and more importantly WHY you are
selling the products that you do. 

But today you need to understand that every man (and his dog) are
going to be actively selling aggressively over the next 6 weeks - don't
get lost in the noise. I

t's a common mistake with small retailers, that they adopt the approach
of "I don't care what you buy but please buy something" or worse still
"my product is for everyone". 

Now you probably don't mind what people buy, and that you may have
a very broad audience that your product can cater to all - but that
marketing approach is not going to capture an emotion, create
meaning or build engagement. 

Firstly - People don’t want to buy the product “that's for everyone” - it
looses all meaning and authenticity if everyone also has it.

And Secondly, more often than not customers want to be told what to
buy. They have so much going on at the moment - they want support in
making their decisions. 

You’ll often hear customers say “oh I don’t know where to start”. So you
may think by not being specific, and saying your product is for
everyone that it will help drives sales, but it's actually more likely to put
them off.

YOU
CANT
SELL

EVERYTHING



2 key takeaways...
it's time to recap!

01. 02.
Be comfortable selling.

Actively, selling and promoting your
brand. 

Your consumers still have
Christmas shopping to do,

regardless of the lockdown. 

They may have less disposable
income and less time to do so, but
that just means you have to work

extra hard. 

And asking them politely to
“support your shop” is just going to

make them think WHY? Why your
shop vs all the others? 

Stop thinking you need to be selling
EVERYTHING - to EVERYONE. 

If you follow the steps across the
next 5 days, capture an emotion,

create meaning or build
engagement - 

Then they will step into your stores
and not only shop what you have

promoted, but all the other
wonderful items you have on offer. 

Because you made it simple, you
gave them the confidence to then

further shop what you have to offer.

 All without throwing product at
them by means of a daily social

media post! 

YOU CANT SELL
EVERYTHING TO
EVERYONE

BE CONFIDENT NOT EVERYONE



Lets take action...

1

2

3

Take Note

How Do You Feel

Scroll!!

Take note, that all other retailers, brands and businesses are
actively still selling. 

Take note of the social posts, the TV ads, the sponsored
content. 

Do you think, "oh they shouldn't be doing it"?

And with the good ones, the ones that make you think "oh yea,
that'd be nice for..." - how do they make you feel? 

Are they giving you the choice of a million options? Or are they
being specific?

I'm officially giving you permission to sit on social and scroll. Take
note. 

Write a few ideas down. 

The ones that really resonate...DM them over to me!!
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WORKSHOP
TWO

WHAT &
WHAY ARE
YOU
SELLING?



WHAT
ARE

YOU
SELLING

why are you selling?

In workshop one we level-setted our
exceptions around the need to sell - as well
as understanding why it’s far more powerful
to reduce what we are "actively selling" and
focus more on capturing emotion, create
meaning and build engagements.

Now we move on to WHAT and more
importantly WHY we are selling our chosen
products.

The WHY behind these product choices
needs to be really considered. If you had
planned to sell suitcases, floor-length
sequence dresses or garden furniture -
then you might what to reconsider some of
those choices.

You have to be realistic to what your
customers are going to be doing this year,
early next year in order to convince them
that your products are the perfect gift for
themselves, or for others.



What problems are your customers having that your product can
solve?
What from your product offer can help us during the lockdown?
Do you have products that past time? 
Promote wellness?
Would these be the items we would use regularly? 
Is there value you them, now?
Can they make our experiences at home better? Cosier? More
entertaining?

In workshop four we’ll talk about creating a dream lifestyle. 

We can 100% create a stunning marketing campaign around getting
glammed up for the perfect New Years Eve Ball. 

However, no matter how amazing that campaign is…it has to resonate
with your customers at this moment. She has to feel she too can
recreate that moment, for herself, her family or her friends.

You need to take a good look at your product offer and think, what
would I find value in right now?

Ask yourself;

You really have to imagine your customers using these products right
now. 

And you will take these examples into workshop four.

WHAT
ARE

YOU
SELLING



The second thing to consider is Price Points and Investment. 

Any successful marking campaign will have a varied offering when it
comes to the value of the product you’re selling. (It should never be
about only pushing your cheapest options!)

A strategic campaign will cover 3 types of product offers; 

HERO products. 

These are the products that the majority of your customers will aspire
to buy, they have the strongest brand message. They will be high time
products if a maker and this will reflect the higher price point or
investment. Yet, these items aren’t what your customers are purchasing
regularly. 

You should include one HERO product in the handful included in your
Christmas Campaign. These are the products that your customer will
full in love with, the post on social that will get the most engagement,
the product that will drive the customer into your stores - even though
it isn’t necessarily what they are going to buy.

CORE products. 

This product is the foundation of your brand. It is readily and always
available. It will inevitably be a best seller. It does not need to be at the
ENTRY price, but it does need to be obtainable to a larger % of your
consumers. 

Core product items as a maker need to be low investment, you would
ideally like to be in a position where this product is to some level pre-
batched and created.

WHAT
ARE

YOU
SELLING



If we are looking at a luxury Artist who’s Hero pieces are £100,000 –
then their Entry product can comfortably still at £5-10,000.

Whereas if we are talking about a handbag brand where the Hero
items sit at £150, then their Entry level purses maybe £15-30.

And finally...

Entry Product

This is the product that is obtainable to your entire audience. It is often
where your customer's journeys start as the introduction to your brand.
And it does need to be seen as affordable.

I wanted to offer a little advice in terms of pricing. When identifying
what "affordable" looks like, it is to identify your customer profile.

2 Examples;

Your customer profile will have a high and low level in which they will
invest - it's not about things being expensive or cheap.

WHAT
ARE

YOU
SELLING



What's in a Christmas Window;  

The majority will include one HERO piece in the centre of the window,
the product that woos the passers-by, and draws them in. Let’s imagine
this to the Handmade Alpaca, floor-length soft white Coat.

Then you have a sprinkling of CORE products, the ones that are the
essence and foundation of the brand, the ones people know and love,
the one's people trust. In our Christmas window, this is the Organic
Merino Wool Jumpers in 3 different colours.

Finally, you have the ENTRY product that will ideally be what our new
customer shop into as their first brand purchase, because they are of
that lower price point, they allow us to start a relationship with the
brand, learn the quality, the customer experience at an initial stage. In
our window these are the stunning packs of 3 cashmere socks, boxed in
stunning gift boxes.

We have therefore created the perfect Christmas Window.

Messaging

All these items could happily sit under the message of “wrap up warm
this Christmas” or “let's get cosy” - which would allow us to drop in a few
winter accessories, Christmas decorations or at home beauty gifts.

PLEASE NOTE; One "message" isn’t always going to be achievable in
small retailers and that's fine - as long as it feels consider and relevant
and you are able to create a cohesive dream life…it will work perfectly.

WHAT
ARE

YOU
SELLING



You can absolutely have more than once campaign - but only every
running one at a time.

You may decide that for the remainder of November, it's about
“wrapping up warm” focusing on the product she will buy for herself, her
family or her home in order to get Christmas ready.

Then throughout December, you may move to a “Gift Giving” campaign,
where its about the products she will buy for others.

My one piece of very important advice - the marketing campaign has
to fit your product. 

Don’t create an idea and force your product to fit into it. 

It will not work, it’ll feel forced and unauthentic.

WHAT
ARE

YOU
SELLING



01. 02. 03.
THE WHY THE PRICE THE MESSAGE

Only choose the
products that are

going to be
relevant to her
now. That she

cant relate to at
this moment.

Offer a variety of
HERO, CORE and

ENTRY level
products to inspire

and capture as
many customers as

possible.

Wrap them up in a
wonderful

marketing message
- but we will cover
this a lot more on

Thursday. 

3 key takeaways...
it's time to recap!

WHAT & WHY
ARE YOU
SELLING?



Lets take action...
1

2

3

Relevant & Relatable

Group Them

Product Check 

Firstly, pull together ALL the items that you feel your customers
can use or find value at this moment right now. 

"The Relevant & Relatables"!

Group them into mini "scenarios" or categories. No other detail
is needed, just group them so that they feel relevant and

meaning full together!

Do you have Hero, Core and Entry products available? 

If not, look back through the items that you already highlighted at "relevant and
relatable" and see where it would make sense to drop them in. 

This may slightly broaden the "scenario" - so make sure it still feels meaning full - and
not forced.

4
Repeat!

Repeat...with each category! At this stage, it's about working
through your product until you know which group of product is

going to create a stronger campaign.

5
Lets fill the gaps!

Continue on to the next  Workshop to see where a little
Christmas sprinkling may be able to fill any gaps in your

product offer!
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WORKSHOP
THREE

WHATS THE
CHRISTMAS
SPRINKLE



WHATS
THE

CHRISTMAS
SPRINKLE

christmas means treats

With in this workshop we move on to What is
the Christmas Sparkle and there is a couple
of things to consider! - 

This also may be where you get to fill a few
of those gaps from the previous workshop. 

During this time of year, it is wise to have a
little sparkle, a little something different. 

If nothing else, it creates an element of
urgency, that the customer needs to buy
these items now, as they may not be
available after the new year...maybe even
limited edition!!



It could include a combination of your existing items, but pre-
created into perfect pre-wrapped bundle each with their own
personality. Now this will need to be of a better price-point than if
they bought them all individually. But this doesn’t need to be much -
remember you are the expect, so they are all buying into your
experience, that “these set items work well together” - they will have
the most impact as a gift.

It could be a new product, which has a limited volume, though the
timing may be tight for making new items.

It could be a true brand piece that has a Christmas spin on it.

Christmas is also a great time to launch new items that you’ll be
carrying throughout the year.

There are few things to consider when building this offer;

Whatever it is, it’s aimed at those loyal customers who regularly buy
from you. They will see it as different, as a treat. 

They will appreciate it more as they know your collection as a whole, so
this will stand out as special!

WHATS
THE

CHRISTMAS
SPARKLE



Gift wrapping;
Optional Christmas cards inside.
Small add on purchases at the till that will create more of a bundle
gift.
Next day Delivery
Secret Santa Delivery - so no details from the sender are included.
Premium delivery -So the products arrive on a set day no matter
when they are bought. Great for those early shoppers.
Christmas Shopping Service. If you have a business with a wide
variety of product offers, how can you offer a 1;1 service to tackle
their christmas shopping for them.

Secondly,The other thing to be adding a little Christmas sparkle to is
the services you offer at this time of year. 

We know our customers have so much going on, how can our services
continue to support them beyond the products that they buy?

Services are a big persuasive factor in customer shopping - particularly
at Christmas.

Being able to help them in an additional way to just buying a gift will be
a big added bonus.

Such ideas could be;

Now these will put extra strains on your business - and may not be
something you can justify doing all your round, and that's fine -
because it's a Christmas service! It’s your way of supporting them a little
more at this moment - getting noticed by new shoppers, but not
something you need to maintain all year round.

But you must remember to talk about these services a lot - don’t
assume customers know.

WHATS
THE

CHRISTMAS
SPARKLE



2 key takeaways...
it's time to recap!

01. 02.
Create something a little special

that's “just for Christmas”.

This is exciting for new customers,
but its mainly aimed at those that
have previously shopped with you

Think about the ways you can make
her shopping easier. 

She will remember that you
supported her at this moment when

she needed it most.

THE TREAT THE HELP

WHATS THE
CHRISTMAS
SPRINKLE?



Lets take action...

1

2

3

Bundles

Add a Personality

Price

Looking through your product, pull together some of your core
and entry-level products to create meaning full gift bundles!

Once you have a few, try and imagine the type of people that
would buy them, create a personality for those "gift receivers"

Create a name for each of them.

Price, offering a slightly discount work out what each price would be.
I recommended them all being as similar price as possible -

otherwise, you may find the lower investment pieces sell much more.

Services

Now on to your services. What do you currently offer that you need
to start talking about in a bigger way?

4



5

6

7

Services

Research

Sell Sell

What services do you think would really help your customers at
this moment?

What research do you need to do, actions take, to be able to
put some of these into place?

MARKET THEM; make sure you talk about these new or existing great
services on social as well as email communication!
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WORKSHOP
FOUR

HOW TO
SELL -
WHAT TO
SAY



HOW TO 
SELL 

WHAT TO
 SAY 

its about selling an idea

This workshop is about what we are going
to say and how we are going to present our
marketing campaign!

Let's go!

Whatever new product, collection, service,
course or package you are wanting to sell -
you can not just put it out into the world
and expect people to buy it.

You have to warm your customers up to the
idea, allow them to realise they have the
problems in which you can provide the
solutions. Or scenarios that they are likely
to create.



the way you present your overall Christmas campaign
how in which you can subtle and strategically sell either using the
problem/solution strategy 
or secondly the dream lifestyle

 "Poppies"Poppies Christmas Life Savers
The Poppies Christmas Advert 
The Christmas Gift Guide from Poppies Favourites
Poppies How-To-Christmas-Guide

There are 3 things we need to consider 

Firstly you have to present your campaign in a simple, easy to digest
manner. A way of saying "here it is, I’ve done the hard work for you". 

By pulling together the very best of your products, so your customers
don't have to. Remembering our customers often don't want to do all
the work, they want to be ushered in the right direction. 

Making it super easy for your customer to focus on exactly what they
need.

You can do this in many ways, one that feels relevant and relatable to
your products

Here are a couple of examples for my Brand called

You present your campaign and tell your audience you'll introduce
these wonderful items to them over the next 5 days on social
media...OR…it can be an entire email newsletter explaining each one. 

Remembering to filter in all the amazing Christmas services you’ll be
offering too!

HOW TO
SELL

WHAT TO
SAY



So you’ve set the scene, your Christmas offering is out there. 

Now it’s time to start selling.

Firstly, is the problem/solution - this isn't as widely used at Christmas
just because we don’t normally buy gifts to solve other peoples
problems - but your product type may lend itself better to this style of
selling.

Highlighting the problems is a way of preparing the customers, allowing
them to realise they have a problem and to draw light to it.

We all have pain points within our day-to-day...but do we actively always
seek a solution? Not always. 

It's here that we use the problem to remind them they are not alone -
and there is a solution for it. 

Here are some language options;I

t's it annoying when…
wouldn’t it be great if…
do you ever feel…
how much would you value…

Then you follow it up with the solution…

This is where you talk to the specifics of your product or service and
how it can help.

Think of all the amazing benefits to your items and see how these will
solve your customer's problems!!!

HOW TO
SELL

WHAT TO
SAY



Our “such and such” collection will have you cosy and Christmas
ready in no time.
You worry about the pop corn…because we’ve got the sleepover
sorted.
Who needs a little treat. Let us bring the spa to them!
We’ve got your zoom Christmas party sorted....so much better when
do have to get a taxi home.
Let’s update the every day...making the every day a little more
special this year.
Ready, set?....let’s wrap up!
Just focused on getting the kids into bed, and we’ll sort the spa
night in.

And the other option is to sell  The Dream Lifestyle

Allowing the customer to understand what life would be like with your
product, or setting the scenarios it can be used in - rather than selling
the actual items. 

Its the experiences, or feelings you are selling. 

There may be multiple "settings" you can see your product. It's here you
start to really capture the customer's attention, through the dream
scenario - mini little stories.

Here are some examples...

All these will talk to a particular event, scene, or scenario - that a
specific product would be used. 

Sell them the dream - they will buy into the rest.

HOW TO
SELL

WHAT TO
SAY



01. 02. 03.

how are you
presenting your

Christmas
campaign in a way

that's simple,
streamline and
easy to digest?

talk to her
problems and offer

the solutions

get her engaged
with the perfect
settings in which

your product will sit
beautifully. 

3 key takeaways...
it's time to recap!

PRESENTING PROBLEMS THE DREAM

HOW TO SELL
WHAT TO SAY



Lets take action...

1

2

3

M&S

Whats the Overall Idea

USP

Go follow Marks & Spencers on IG - 
they are the King of lifestyle selling!

Decide how your brand will best represent your Christmas
campaign. You might want to brainstorm one or 2 ideas

first...see which one you feel more confident with. And have the
right content for!

Look at all your campaign product which we selected after
workshop 2 - go through each of them and list out all the benefits,

USP, advantages and uniqueness.

Problem & Solution

For each benefit - try and write out a problem that would be fixed by
this particular benefit. NOTE; you may not find a problem for every

single one but you should end up with a good list to choose from as
a way of selling that particular item,

4



6

7

8

Create that Dream

Search & Research

Tag Lines

Now we move on to the dream-lifestyle. All your product may fit
into one perfect setting (thinking back to our Christmas

window) but do not worry if not. Brainstorm different settings
and situations where your product would fit.

Now get creative, search social, search larger brands you
aspire to. 

See what messaging and tag lines they are using and put your
own spin on it.

List out each message and tag line for each product.

Ready...

You are now ready and raring for the final workshop of how to
structure this together...AND START SELLING!!!

9

5
Repeat

Repeat this for all your other products. There may be a few
cross-over problems - where possible, pick a problem/solution

per product
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WORKSHOP
FIVE

STRUCTURE
IT
SELL IT



STRUCTURE
IT

SELL
IT 

lets make a plan

So we have built our amazing Christmas
campaign - we now have to make sure we
communicate it effectively as well as ensure
the end destination is easy for our
customers to find!!

Don't let this final step in the process let
you down. 

You've sold it - but those items aren't in
their checkout baskets yet...don't fall at the
last hurdle.



ONE: Firstly you need to announce on your social platform that your
campaign (or wish list, guide, advent calendar) is coming, and if they
want a sneak peak before anyone else they’d better sign up to your
mail list 

TWO; Reveal on your email subscribers - This needs to focus around
why you have pulled your campaign together (and you cant say
because lisa told me to!!)
This will include all your Christmas services and the chosen products
you want to drive this year. The reasons, the ideal recipients, the
advantages. 

Then give them a link to shop all your wonderful items!

Lastly, you can also nudge them to social media for a little extra
Christmas inspiration. Inspiration is inspiring. Doesn't feel sales driven. 

THREE; what the schedule to you posting on social?
Announce the launch just like you did on your email - sharing your why!
Then inform them of the daily Christmas introduction to your top
pieces. 
They then know to expect the selling, the regular post. 

You can switch between the problem/solution or Lifestory posts. 
But work all this out in advance - don’t just wait until the day of. 

FOUR  (& Final) ; The second email. "Wow you guys are loving!!!!"
Tease them with a little FOMO.
Tell them what people are loving, whats sold out. Build up the
hype...they will not want to miss out!

STRUCTURE
IT

SELL
IT



Now its all about the DESTINATION:

This is where webpages let customers down. You've worked hard
creating the campaign  People desperately wanting to shop into the
ideal Christmas story you created...

They land on your webpage....no Christmas message in sight. 

And they leave.

Create a Seasonal Banner on your landing page, close to the top -
which links straight to the collection you're focusing on.

"Shop our Christmas Collection"
"Dig in to our Christmas Shop"
"Looking for the perfect Christmas Gift shop here"

Don't make them hunt for it - make it super simple to complete the
transaction.

You have 2 types of shoppers;

Browsers;
These are exactly that, browsing the internet or social media looking
to be inspired, pass time, to be educated, socialising etc

These are the most powerful shoppers to retailers. There aren't in the
place to be "sold to" - or so they think. But they can be persuaded.

Sell the lifestyle and the product that comes with it, they will consider a
purchase. 

Sell the product to solve problems they didn't know they had - they will
consider a purchase.

STRUCTURE
IT

SELL
IT



It needs to be the same messaging that you have used everywhere
else!

Also it needs to be seen and accessible on a mobile!!

Hunters;
These are the shoppers who know what they want and are looking
where you purchase it. 

The may have decided they want/need this item after some browsing
time, because it's solving a problem or just a desired item.

Either way, they are looking, less likely to be distracted and want it
quickly!! 

Seasonal Banners will capture both sets of shoppers - so make sure you
have one. Not sure now...but all year round!

Things to consider;

A Whole Collection;

Finally you need to make sure all your campaign product is together.
You want to create a specific collection that allows the customer to
shop the product exactly how you imagined it. Allowing you to capture
their emotions, create meanings and build engagement. 

Ensure the customers can shop it in this way to appreciate its full
affect. 

STRUCTURE
IT

SELL
IT



01. 02.
Communication is key. 
Think carefully how you

communicate your
campaign to your

customer thinking about
your website, your social
media and your email list

Structure out the
introduction as well as

filtering in specific
products 

Create a seasonal banner
- a space on your website
that draws in the brewers

but also is easily
navigable for those hunter
shops - allowing them to
click through and shop

your capping exactly how
you had imaged it. 

2 key takeaways...
it's time to recap!

HOW TO SELL
WHAT TO SAY



Lets take action...

1

2

3

Create a Collection

Add a Seasonal Banner

Mobile

Pull all your items together in its own christmas campaign
collection - on your website

Add a Seasonal banner to your website, main page, at the top!
Make sure the same language is used as all your social and

email marketing.

Check the Collection and Seasonal Banner look great and are easily
findable on a mobile.

Lets Launch!

Communication on social...your Christmas campaign is coming...and
to get a sneak peak they need to sign up to your email list. 

4



6

7

8

Social

Reveal The Product

FOMO Email

Now do a similar thing on social media, the why behind the
campaign. But instead of revealing the product tell them you'll

do this throughout the week. 

Over a set period of time, structure your posts to reveal each
product within the campaign. Remember to switch between the

problem/solution strategy and the dream lifestyle strategy. 

Make sure you check back in with your subscribers to tell them all
the items your customers are loving, the ones that are running low
and those that have sold out. It will encourage them to take a look

themselves. 

GO GO GO!

You are now ready and raring to own your marketing campaign 

9

5
Email 

Build a beautiful, emotive email to all subscribers - detailing
your campaign. The whys and all the product and services

included. 



And thats a wrap!
You are now prepped
and ready to start...
Selling Christmas



The Mentor Society

Live Workshops Podcast

Resource Library Guest Speakers

Lisa hosts monthly live
workshops and brainstorm

sessions. 

January will see the launch of
the TMS private podcast, with

guest speakers, interviews
and business learnings

The resource library holds
templates, how-to-guide and

videos.

Each month Lisa is joined by
a guest speaker to discuss

other business related topics
outside retailing. 




